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Abstract. Template dependencies were introduced by Sadri and Ullman [ 171 to generuize existing 
forms of data dependencies. It was hoped that by studyin;g a 4arge and natural class of dependen- 
cies, we could solve the inference problem for these dependencies, while that problem ‘was elusive 
for restricted subsets of the template dependencjes, such as embedded multivalued dependencies. 
At about the same time, other generalizations of known clependency forms were developed, such 
as the implicational dependencies of Fagin [l 1 j and the algebraic dependencies of Vannakakis 
and Papadimitriou [20]. Unlike the template dependencies, the latter forms include the functional 
dependencies as special cases. In this paper we show that no nontrivial functional dependency 
follows from template dependencies, and we characterize those template dependencies that follow 
from functional dependencies. We then give a complete set of axioms for reasoning about 
combinations of functional and template dependencies. As a result, template dependencies 
augmented1 by functional dependencies can serve as a sub!;tltute for the more genera1 implicational 
or algebraic dependenc:ies, providing the same ability to rl:present hose dependencies that appear 
‘in nature’,, while providing a somewhat simpler notation and set of axioms than the more genera4 
classes. 
1. Definitions 
We shall begin with the standard definitions of relational database tlheory. See 
Ulhnan [19] for more detail. A relational database scheme consists crf a set of 
attributes U, called the universe, and a set of dependtencies. With each attribute, we 
associate a domain of values. We shall assume for simplicity that the domains of 
attributes are disjoint. A tuple is a function p mapping each attribute to a value 
in its domain. We shall assume an ordering AI, &, . . . , Ak for the attributes, SO 
we can represent p as a list of components al, 1~~2, . . . , ak, where ai = p(Aj), as 
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tuples are traditio**aally represented. A relation is a set sf tuples. A relation can be 
visua’lized as a tabhe with one column for each attribute and one row for each tuple. 
Dependencies, in the most general sense, are subsets of the set of all possible 
relations. The mo!t common forms of dependencies are functional and multiva.lued. 
A furactional depe!tzdencp (FE)) (Codd [8]) is a constraint of the form X + Y, where 
X and Y are sets of attributes. We say that a relation I satisfies X -+ Y if whenever 
two tuples in Z agree in their X-columns, they also agree in their Y-columns. We 
shall assume without loss of generality (Armstrong [Z]) that every FD is of the 
form X --, A, where A is a single attribute. 
A multivalued dependency (MVD) (Zaniolo [21], Fagin [lo], and Delobel [9]) 
is a constraint of the form X + Y, where X and Y are sets of attributes. A relation 
I satisfies X + Y if the following condition holds. Let 2 = U -X - Y. Whe.never 
there are two tuples w1 and w:: in I such that wl[X] = wz[X], then there must also 
be a tuple v in I such that u[X u Y] = wl[X u Y] and v[Z] = wz[Z], where x[ W] 
means the components of tuple x corresponding to those attributes in the set of 
attributes W. 
Let D be a set of dependencies. We say D logically implies a dependency d if 
all relations that satisfy all the dependencies in D also satisfy d. The inj’erence 
problem for a class of dependencies is to determine whether a dependency d in 
that CUSS is logically implied by a set D of dependencies in that class. 
2. Template depersdeacies 
Let LJ={A1,&,.. . , Ak) be the set of attributes (the universe). A tempbe 
dependency [abbreviated TD) defined on the universe U consists of one or more 
rows, called the hy,pothesis, or hypothesis c’ows, and a conclusion row below a line. 
Each row consists of abstract symbols, one symbol per attribute of the universe. 
A symbol may appear more than once, but 1101: in columns corresponding to different 
attributes. We usually think of a TD as a table that has one column per attribute 
of the universe, and roves corresponding to t:,ie hypothesis and the conclusion, the 
latter being the last row. 
Intuitively, a TD says about a relation R that whenever we can find in R tuples 
that ‘look like’ the hypothesis rows, in the sense that a substitution of symbols 
makes the hypothesis ro’ws be tuples of R, then R must also have a row that looks 
like the conclusion row+ with the same substitution of symbsls made. Fig. I shows 
a TD on the universe U = {A, B, C, 0). This I‘D happens to represent the embedded 
MVD A -r* B 1 C. That is, this dependency states that if one projects a relation 
over the universe U onto A, B, and C, the*1 in the projected relation, the MVD 
A -31* B holds. Note that there is no requirement in a TD that the symbols appearing 
in the conclusion also appear in the hypothesis. In particular, the symbol d2 appears 
no-where but in the conclusion. Tnis feature of TD’s inrcorporates the ‘projection 
that is implied by embedded MVD’s, since it in effect says xfe do not care what 
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symbol appears in inferred tuples in those - rositions corresponding to such unique 
symbols. 
A B C D 
a b cl dl 
a 61 c d 
a b c d2 
Fig. 1. 
We usually denote a TD by 
where t is the name of the TD, (rl, 1.2, . . . ,‘r~) the hypothesis, and r,+l the conclusion 
Let t : (rl, r2. . . . , I’,‘IJ~,+~ be a TD defined on tlhe universe U, and define 
SAME,(i,j), i,j= l,..., n + 1, as the set of attributes’ where the rows ri and ri of I 
agree. That is, 
SAMEt(i, jr z {A iad E U and Iyi(J1) = ri(A)} 
for i,j=l,..., n + 1, *where ri(A) {ri(A)) means the symbol corresponding to the 
attribute A in the row ri (IS). A relation R defined on the universe U satisfies the 
TD t : (Q, r2, . . . , r,),h,+l (also defined on the universe a/) if whenever n tupIles 
(not necessarily distinct) wl, ~2, . . . , w, can be fourid in R such that Wi and q 
agree on the attributes in SAME,(!, j), i, j := 1, . . . , n, then R has a tuple w,,, 1 thalt 
agrees with each Wi, i = 1, . . . , n, on SAMEZt(n + 1, i). 
3. Inference rules fsr TD’s 
Inference rules for TD’s were given in Sindri and Ulllman [17], and their soundness 
and completeness proven. Similar deilnitions were made, and a complete set of 
axioms given independently by Beeri and Vardi [6]. Further, a definition similar 
to TD’s was made by Paredaens and Jannsens [ 151, and some axioms were derived, 
but a complete set was not found. Yannakakis and. Papadimitriou [20] give a 
complete set of axioms -for ‘algebraic dependencies’, a class that includes TD’s and 
FD’s, but the set of axioms is rather complex compared to what we shall derive. 
The axioms of Sadri and Ullman [ 171 are: 
TDl : Renaming. 
The TD t : (rl, rzs . . . , r,)/r,*+~ implies 
where g maps any row a1a2.. . (Ek lo g(a-Jg&) . . . &zk) such that 
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(1) forattribzltcsA,aEU,AZB,wehaveg(ri(A))fg(ri(B)),i,,j=l,...,n+1. 
That is, g does not identify symbols in different columns; 
(2) if for some symbok ci in r,, J md b in some rj, i = 1,. . . , n, g(u) = g(b), then 
there exists j, 1 ~j G E, such that a is in ri. That is, g does not i.dentify a symbol 
that appears only in the conclusion with any other symbol. 
We shall call a function g that satisfies conditions (1) and (2) sufe. We shall call 
t’ a ra?zarPring of t and write t’ = g(t)_ 
T&)2. Augmentation. 
Thle TD t : (rl, rz7 .I . . , rn)/rn+l implies 
t’:h, r1, r2,. . . , ?;I)/m+l 
provided that if a = r&A), then 
(1) Q # ri(B) f or any attribute B of the universe, B Z A, i = 0, . II . , n + 1; 
(2) if a = r,+r(A), then a = ri(A) for some i = 1,. . . , n. That is, ro cannot use a 
symbol that appeared only in the conclusion. 
TW, tveakening. 
The TD t : (rl , r2, . . . , r, J/r,, +-I implies 
where p maps a TOW t11ct2. . . ak into 6162 . . . bk, bi f bi, i # j, such that bi = ai, or Ei 
is a 41ew symbol that does not appear in t. We shall call t’ a weakening of t. 
TD4. Transitivity. 
The ‘I’D’s 
tl : (r.1, r2, . . . , r,Jr,,l and t2: (rl, r2, . . . , p:,-l)/rn 
imply 
TIX. The trivia2 TD. 
?%e TD r/r is true for rany row r,, 
Theorem 1 (Sadri and Pullman [17]). 7Ize inference rules TDl -TDS are sound and 
complete. 
We should recall that provision of an axiom system for a theory Idoes not 
nezssarily imply that the theory is decidable. In this case, we do not have an 
algorithm for deciding whether one TD follows from given TD’s, but onfy a 
proced:lre that is not guaranteed to halt. That is, we can search for proofs of the 
implica.tion, using the axioms, and declare the inference to hold if we find one. 
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4. Incorporating functional dependencies 
Template dependencies include a large number of dependency classes as special 
cases, such as multivalued, join (IGssanen [16]), mutual1 (,Nicolas [14]), generalized 
mutual (Mendelzon and Maier [ 13]), and subset dependencies (Sagiv and Waiecka 
[18]), and their embedded versions. However TD’s do not include the class of 
functional dependencies. 
Fact 1. No nontrivial FD is logically implied by any set of TD’s. 
Proof. Just. consider the relation with rows consisting of all combinations of O’s 
and 1’s. This relation satisfies all TD’s but no nontrivial IFD. 
In what tlollows we prove results that enable us to partially decide whether a TD 
or an FD is logically implied by a set of TD’s and FD”s. We show it is possible to 
enumerate the implied dependencies. Note that such a procedure is not a decision 
algorithm, and in fact, the question whether such an algorithm exists is open. 
4.1. The chase process 
The chase process was introduced in Aho, Beeri anid “Jllman [l], and extended 
to join dependencies by Maier, Mendelzon and Sagiv 1123, and to TD’s in [ 173. 
Here we shall repeat the definitions, and then give a ch&c procedure that works 
for a set of FD’s and TD’s. 
Let R be a set of tuples (we caLl1 R a tableau), Let f : X + A be an FD, and 
t: (rl, r2, . . . , r,Jrn+l be a TD. We shall keep track of when a symbol was intro- 
duced in R. That is, we say a is older than b if a was introduced into R before b was. 
Ties may be broken arbitrarily. By chasing R with respect’ to f we mean transforming 
R under the following rule. 
Rule FD. As long as R does not satisfy fs find two tuples rl and r2 in R that agree 
on X but disagree on A. (Since A! does not satisfy 1’ such tuples can be found.) 
Without loss of generality, assume rl(A) is older than r2(A). For all tuples r in R 
such that r(A) = rz(A), replace r(A) by rl(A). 
It is shown in [12] that chasing a. ,tableau with respect to an FD terminates, and 
the resulting tableau (regarded as ai relation) satisfies the FD. 
By chasing R with respect to t : (I’~,, TV, . . . , r,$rn+l we. mean transforming R under 
the following rule. 
Rule TD. As long as R does not satisfy t generate tqples w as explained below 
and add them to R. New tuples w are generated as follows: Let wl, ~‘2, . . . , w, be 
tuples in R (not necessarily di&ct) such that 
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(a) wi and wi agree on SAME~(~, j), i j = 1, . . . , n, and 
(b) there is no tuple in R that agrees with wi on SAME~(Y~ + 1, i), i = 1, . . . , n. 
(Note that since R does not satisfy t we can always find such tuples wl, ~2,. . l , we 
irr R satisfying (a) and (b).) Let w be a tuple that agrees with each Wi, i = 1, . . . , n 
on SAME,(II + 1, i), and for attributes A E U - IJyCO SAME~(PZ + 1, i), w(A) is a new 
symbol that does not appear in R. We say taple w was generated by applying the 
TD t to tuples WI, ~2, . . . , wn of R. 
It was shown in [17] that chasing a tableau with respect o a single TD terminates 
and the resulting tableau (regarded as a relation) satisfies the TD. We denote the 
result of chasing the tableau R with respect to a dependency (TD or FD) d, 
CHASES and call it the chase of R with respect o d. 
We extend. the chase process to a f;et D = F u T of FD’s F and TD’s T. Intuitively, 
we apply FIIl’s and TD’s in D repeatedly, as long as R does not satisfy all elf them. 
A formal definition follows. 
Definition I,+ Let 
F=:{fi,f2,,.,,f,,} and T={tl&,..-,L) 
be sets of FD’s and TD’s respectively. Let R be a tableau. By chasing R with repect 
to the set of dependencies D = F u T, wr: mean generating a sequence of tableaux 
R,, RZ, . . , , RI,. . . such that RI = R is the original tableau, and 
R ,i+1 = 5 CHASE,,(CHASEF(R~)), i = 1,. . . , l 
i=l 
where CHASES is obtained by repeatedly applying rule FD to R for all FD’s 
in F. Note that CHASE&?) is unique, regardless of the order in which FD’s are 
applied [l]. The chase p:-ocess terminates if Ri = Ri+l. Note that in general the 
process does not terminate. 
We need some definitions before proving results about the chase process. 
Def~aiis~o~~ 2. Let R be a tableau, and let w be a tuple in R. Assume R’ is the 
reswlt of transforming R with respect o an FD or a TD rule. We say I? in R’ is 
the transfomation of w in R, where C is obtained as follows. If a TD was applied, 
then f = w. Otherwise, assume an FD rule that identifies a symbol b in R with 
some older symbol a was aipplied. If w(A) = b for an attribute A, then 6 is the 
same a*; w, except hat C(A) = a. Note that a tuple in R’ can be the transformation 
of more than one tuplle in R, and not every tuple in R’ is the transformation of 
some tuple in R, when TD rules are applied. 
We extend the relation “is the transformation of” in two directions, 
(1) :a~ aset of tuples (i.e., we speak of 8 c R’ being the transformation of B E R 
where & = (6 I& is the transformation of w E B)), and 
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(2) to its transitive closure (i.e., if 13 1, A!z, . . . , RI is EL chase sequence, we talk 
about the transformation 8, of I31 c Ii!* in 121). 
Definition 3. Let D = F u T be a set of F’D’s F and TD”s T. Assume R 1, R2, , . . 
is a chase sequence of tableau RI with respect to LT. We day a tuple w in Ri is 
stabilized if all the transformations of IY in the Ris, j” ,i,, are the same as w. In 
other words a tuple is stabilized when it does not change again. Since we equate 
symbols to the older symbol, each row of any tableau I4ti will become stabilized 
after a finite number of steps, even if the: chase sequence is infinite. 
The following two lemmas relate logical implication to the chase process. Intui- 
tively, if TD 
t : (r1, l-2, l n l , cAh+1 
is logically implied by a set D of FD”s and TD’s, we expect that the conclusion of 
t can be generated by chasing the hypothesis of t with respect to 1). 
Lemma 1. Let F be a set of FD ‘s, T a set of TI!Ys, and D = F u T. Let 
t: (rl, r2, . . . , r,,)/r,,+l be a TD. D logically implies t if LEnd only if chasing R1 = 
(rl, r2, l . . 9 rn) with respect to D generates a sequence R 1, R2, . . . , RI such that RI 
has a tuple r that agrees with ?i on SAME:,(~I + 1, i), i = la, , . . , n, where Pi E RI is the 
transformation of ri. (We shall call such a tupte r a winning tuple.) 
Proof. (if) Let W be a relation that satisfies all dependencies in D. Assume W 
contains tuples w17 ~2, . . . , wn such that Wi and wi agree on !;iAMEI(i, j), i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
We shall show that W contains a tuple w that agrees with wi, i = 1,. , . , tr, on 
SAME~(I~ + 1, ij. Thus W satisfies t. 
‘we shall prove, by induction on i from 1 to I, that 
(a) if Ri consists of tuples ~1, sz9 . . , , s,,~, then W has tuples ~1, VP, . . . , u,?, iflot 
necessarily distinct), corresponding to ~1, ~2, . , , , sm respectively, such that if sk and 
si,k,j=l,..., m, agree on an attribute i4, then so do uk ;and Vi, and 
(b) if a tuple s in Rj is transformed to $ in Ri for some j c i, then both s and s^ 
correspond to the same tuple in W. 
Basis. Let RI = (rl, r2, . . . ,, ipn) and s~u~ppose W contains lwvl, ~2, . . . , w,;. Condition 
(a) is satisfied by the choice of ~1, IV:~, . . . , wn. Condition (b) is trivially satisfied. 
Induction. We have 
R* It1 = u CHASE,.,‘(CHASEp(i?i)). 
1jE :- 
In fact Ri+l is formed in two steps, first chasing Ri with respect to all FD’s in F, 
then chasing the result with respect to each TD in T and taking the union. 
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First let us consider CHMEF(Ri), By the inductive hypothesis, to each tuple s in 
R, corresponds a tuple v in V’. Every tl~p!z S of CHASE&R~) is the transformation 
of some tuple s in Ri. Let the tuple v in W that corresponds to s also correspond 
to R Then condition (b) is obviously satisfied. 
To prove (a) let $1 and & in CHASEF(Ri) be transformations of s1 and s2 in Ri., 
with the corresponding tuples vl and v2 i,n W. Assume s^l and sA2 agree on arl 
attribute A. We want to show that vl and 02 also agree on A. There are two case!; 
to consider. Either s1 and s2 agree on A, in which case vl and v2 agree on A by 
the inductive hypothesis, or an FD X + A was applied to equate sl(A) and So. 
Then there exists a tuple s3 in Ri such that s3[X] = sz[X], and s3(A) = sl(A). B!r 
the inductive hypothesis, there is a tuple v3 in W corresponding to s3 and also 
ol[:X] = u=[X] and vg(A) = VI(A). Since W satisfies D and hence satisfies X + A, 
we have 1t3(A) = v#). It follows that VI(A) = Q(A). If more than one FD was 
applied, it can easily be shown by induction on the order in which FD’s were 
applied <that condition (a) holds. 
Now we turn our attention to the use of TD’s in the chase. Let us consider 
Ri+, = u 
I,E T 
CHASE,(CHASEF(Ri)). 
By the chase process, CHASEF(Ri) C Ri+ 1. If a tuple v E W corresponds to the tuple 
s E CHASEF[Ri), then v also corresponds to s E Ri+l. Conditions (a) and lb) are 
satisfied for these tuples by (1) above. To prove (a) and (b) for Ri+l we use induction1 
ok? the order in which new tuples are generated. The basis being trivial, we shall 
only prove the inductive step here. 
Assume some TD ti : (~1,242, . . . , u,)/u,+~ in T was applied to the tuples SJ, 
$2, l l . , s, in CHASEF(Ri) to generate a new tuple +,+I. Then Sk and SI agree 0x1 
SAME&,!), for k,c’= l,.. ., p, and by the :inductive hypothesis so do the corres- 
ponding tuples ok and v1 in W. Since ‘Vv satisfies D, and hence ti, there is a tuple 
v,,+~ in W that agrees with vk:, k = 1, . . . , p, on SAME&I + 1 4 k). Let vp+l correspond 
to Sp+lm Condition (b) is trivially satisfied, since s,+l is not the transformation of 
any tuples in Ri. To prove (a), assum.e s,+l agrees with some tuple s E CHASEF(Ri) 
on the attribute A. Then, by the chase process, there exists k, where 1 s k s g, 
such that s(A) = Sk(A) = s,+~(A). Let v E W be the tuple corresponding to s. Then 
by the inductive hypothesis v (A) = ok {A), and by the choice of v,+ 1, vk (A) = c.+ 1 (A). 
It follows ihat v(A) = v,+l(A) and (a) is satisfied. 
Thus frix we proved that (a) and (b) are satisfied. We know RI has a winning 
tuple r that agrees with 4, k = 1 , . . . , p, on SAME~(IZ + 1, k). By (a) there is a tuple 
w E W that agrees with wk, k = 1, . . . , p, on SAME&Z + 1, k). Hence W satisfies t. 
This concludes the proof for the (if) p:lrt. 
(only ifj. We want to prove that if D logically implies t, then some Rl in the 
chase sequence of the hypothesis of t will have a winning tuple. Assume no such 
RI exists. We shall show a contradictilon by constructing a relation that satisfies all 
the dependencies in E) but violate% t. Let IVi be the set of stabilized tuples ir, Ri. 
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Then WIG W~P**. Define the relation R to be u:, Wi. We claim that R is the 
desired relation. 
R satisfies all FD’s in d). If not, assume f : X + A in D is violated. Then R has 
tuples WI and w2 that agree on X but 1~ Ys~:ee on A. Let Ri be the first relation 
(i.e, with lowest index) in the chase sequence where ~‘1 and w2 are both stabilized. 
However f can be applied to Ri to change w1 or ~2. This is a contradiction, hence 
R satisfies all FD’s in D. 
R satisfies all TD’s in B. Consider a TD 
tk : (sl, S2, . . n , S&SC+1 ED. 
Assume R has tuples MQ, FQ, . . . , w, s’uch that wi and wi agree on SAME&, j), 
i,j=l,..., p. Let R,, be the first relation in the chase sequence that has all the 
stabilized tuples wl, ~2. . . . , UN,. Then ~cHAsE~(R,,,) also contains wl, w2, . . . , w, 
and tk will be applied to w 1, 1~2, . . . , w,, to generate a tuple vv that agrees with each 
Wiy i=l,..., p, on SAME, ( I;' + 1, i). Let tir be the stabilized transformation of HI. 
Then $ E R. It is easy to verify that 6 agrees with wi, i = I, . . . ,, p, on SAME+, (p -t 2, i). 
Just note that if w and wi agree on A, then w(A) = w(A) or else wi(A) will change 
and wi is not stabilized. Thus R satisfies all TD’s in D. 
R does not satisfy t. Otherwise let 91, ?2, . . . , fn be the: stabilized transforrrlations 
of r1, r2, . . . , r,. Then ;I E R for i = i, . . . , rt, and since R satisfies t, it has 4 tuple 
r that agrees with ?i, i = 1, . . . ,, n, on SAME,(~ + 1, i). Let R, be the first r&.;ion in 
the chase sequence that contains ?I, F2, e . . , ?,, and r. Then P;;!/ has a winning tuple, 
a contradiction. 
This concludes the proof OC :Lemma :I,, 
Next we prove a result, analogous to Lemma 1, about functional dependencies. 
Let F be a set of FD?s, and r be a set of TD’s defined on the univcise U. Let 
D = F u T. We want to find out when an FD f : X + A is implied by D. 
Lemma 2. Let F, T, D, and f be as above. Let RI consist of two tuples rl and r2 
such that rl[X] = rz[X], and Q(B) # rz(:B) for all attributes B E U-X. Then D 
logically implies f if and only if chasing RI with respect to D generates a sequence 
RI, R2,. l . , R! such that ?l(A) = ?2(A), where ?E Ri dehotes the transformation of 
a tuple r E RI. That is, chasing eventuall,y makes rI arid r2 agree on A. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the previous lemma and1 we shall only give a 
sketch. 
(if) Let a relation W satisfy all dependencies in D. Assume WI and w2 are tuples 
in W such that wl[X] = w2[X]. We can show that conditions (a) and (b) of the 
previous lemma hold. Since &(A) - &(A), the corresponding w,(A) and wz(A) 
must also be equal. Thus W satisfies f. 
(only if) The same counterexample of the previous lemma also works in this case. 
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4.2. Main results 
Naturally, no nontrivia! F ‘3 is equivalent to any ‘FD. However for each FD f 
there is a corresponding TD f that is the strongest TID implied by f, and that 
serves to ‘represent’ f in the world of TD’s. 
Definition 4. Let U be the set of attributes (the universe). For each FD f :X +A 
we define a TD 7 as follows: f:(rr, r2, r3)lr where rl[X] - ,u2[X], 72(A) = Q(A)~ 
r(A) = r,(A), and t[ U -A] = r3[ U -A]. Fig. 2 shows such a TD, where x stands 
for symbols corresponding to X, and y for those corresponding to I’ = U -X -A. 
X A Y 
X1 a1 Yl 
Xl 02 Y2 
x2 a2 Y3 
x2 al Y3 
Fig. 2. 
Lemars 3. An FD f logically implies the corresponding TD f 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume f : X + A. It can easily be verified that 
chasing the hypothesis of f with respect to f generates the winning row. Thus, by 
Lemma 1, f implies jI 
Before giving the next result, we shall make some definitions. 
Definition 5. Let F br: a set of FD’s, T be a set of TD’s, and let D = F u T. Let 
RI, R2, . . , 9 R, be a chase (tableau) sequence with respect to D. We define an 
equivalence relation A on the set of symbols that appear in RI, Rzt . . . , Ri as follows: 
(I) a A b if a and b were identified in the chase process that generated R 1 
through Ri; 
(2) If a&b and b&c, then a&. 
We shall denote the equivalence class of a symbol a under A by [a]&. Note that 
[a]2 c [a]%. Also note that, since we equate symbols to the older one when applying 
FD rules, a symbol that appears in Ri is the oldest member of its class under A, 
for 5= 1,. . . , n. 
Theorem% LutFbeasetofED’s, TasetofTD’s..andD=Fu T.LetF=(flf~F) 
be the set of TD’s corresponding ten F, and let D = F v T. Then D logically implies a 
Tli t if and only if fi implies t. 
Proof. (if) Assume a relation R satisfies all the depandencies in D. T’Lzen, since 
each f tzF implies 7, R satisfies ah the dependencies in 3, and thus R satisfies t. 
(only if) Assume D implies i : (rl, r2, . . . , m)/r,,l. Then by Lemma 2, chasing 
the tableau S1 = (Q, r2, . e . , r,) with respect to D generates a seqaence S1, S2, . . . , Sl 
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such that Sl has a winning tuple. That is, S, has a tuple .t that agrees with tl, 
i=l,..., n err SAME&Z + 1, i), where k’i is thle transformation of ii ii;: .S,. We can 
show that chasing 1’1~ r2,. . . , r, with respect to 13 can generate a c.:h;rlse quence 
w, w2, ’ l ’ 3 Wl where WI has a winning tuple (Ihat is a tuple w tha,e agrees with 
ri on SAMEt(ll + 1, i> for i = 1, . . , , YI). 
The proof would lbe simple if all the: dependencies were full. We could show that 
for each row s in Si, Wj would contain all rows MJ such that for all A, w(A) E [s(A)];. 
However, the existence of new symbols causes some difficulties. We shall prove, 
by induction on the index of the: chase sequence i from 1 to I, that for each row s in Si, 
Wi will contain a row w that satisfies the following condition (referred to as condition 
(*)): 
(1) if A E SAME&t i- 1, j) for some j, and rn,-l (A) E [s(A)],, then w(A) = r”+,(A); 
(2) otherwise w(A) = s(A). 
Basis: Initially, WI = S1 = (rl, r2, . . . , r,) and the condition (*) is trivially satisfied. 
Induction : (I) First we consider CMASEF (Si). Assume Si has rows s 1, s2 and s ; where 
sl[X] = 4x1 and s2(A) = s3(A). Assume an FD f: X + A was alpplied that transfor- 
med s3 to sk by replacing s3(A) with the older symbol s&4). By the inductive 
hypothesis, Wi contains rows ~1, w2 and w3 corresponding to ~1, 52, and ~3, where II.. 
wr[X] = w2[X] and w2(A) = ktr3(A). The TD 1’ will be applied to ti 1, w2 and MJ~ 
as follows: 
Case 1: If A E SAME&I + 1, j) for some j, and r,+l(A) E [s,(A)]& (note that in this 
case wl(A) = r,+!(A) by the inductive hypothesis), then a row wi is generated 
where w;(A)= wJA)=~,+~(.A) and w;[U-A]= w3[U-A). w1 and wi corres- 
pond to s 1 and sh respectively. 
Case 2: If A ESAME&Z + 1, j) for some i and r,+l(A)~ [sy,(A)]f (in this case 
w3(A) = rn+l(A)), then a row w; is generated wberle w; (A) = M+(A) =z r,,+ i(A) alld 
wi[U-A]= wl(A). wi and w3 correspond to sa atnd sk respectively. 
Case 3: If Case 1 or 2 does not apply, wh i:f generated where w i (A) = WI (4 
dnd wi[U-A],= wJU--A]. w l and w 5 correspond to ~1 and s $ respectively. 
We can prove that for each row s; transformed in Si by the: application of the 
FD f:X+ A, the above cases will generate a row by the application of the 
corresponding TD E and the condition (:*) will ble satisfied. 
Observation : [sl (A)]% = [sl (A)]& u [s&4)]& 
Let us consider Case 2. Other cases are similar. In this case ‘we have r,+l(A)~ 
[s3(A)]&. By th e inductive hypothesis, w3(A) = rl + r(A) and w3 is the row carres- 
ponding to the transformed row ~5. Since ,F,+~(A) E [s,]% by the above observation, 
w: will correspond to sl. Hence the conditions a.re satisfied. 
When more than one FD is applied to §i we must use induction on the number 
of FD’s applied to prove that conditions are satkfiedl. This is straightforward, and 
we omit details. 
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(2) NOW we consider Sj+l= UI,, r CHASEJCHASE~(S,)), WC showed how to apply 
FD’s in (I j above, so we only have to consider the application of TD”s. Assume a 
TIQ:(zJr,C2,..., v,)/ v,, 1 in T is applied to the rows ~1, ~2, . . . , s, to gelle,sate a 
new row r. Let wl , ~2, , . . , w, correspond to sl, $2, . . d , s, respectively. Then, by 
the inductive hypothesis, if ii and 3jp 1 G i, j s p, agree on some attribute A, then 
so do wi and wi, a&ii hence the TD tfZ can be applied to ~1, ~2, . . . , w, to generate 
a new tuple w. Further, we uae exactly the same ‘new’ symbols, if any, that were 
used in s. w will be the tuple corresponding to s. It is easily seen that the condition 
(*) is satisfied. Again, when more: than one tuple is generated, we shall use the 
argument inductively, on the order of tuples that are generated. 
Thus far we proved that the chase sequence WI, W2, . . . , WI satisfies condition 
@). We also know that S, has a winning tuple, that is, a tuple r that agrees with ?j 
on SAME,(~ + 1, i) for i = 1, . . . , n, where ?j is the transformation of ri in S,. Further, 
for all attributes ~4 E sAM&(n + 1 9 i), i = 1, . . . , n, we have 
By condition (*), Wl has a row w corresponding to r E Sj. We claim that w is the 
desired winning tuple. This is obvious from condition (*). If A E SAMEI( n + 1, i) for 
some i, then, by the argument above, r(A) E [rn+& and hence w(A) = r,+l(A). 
Hencechasing rl, Q, . . . s r, with respect o fi generates a winning row, and D logically 
implies (rr, r2,. . . , rm)/r,+l. 
Theorem 3. Let F and T be sets qf FD’s and TD’s respectively, and let D = F v T. 
Let P = ( fl f E Fj, and {fi = ha T). Then D logically implies an FD f : X -, A if and 
only if 6 implies X + A and F contains a nontrivial FD with right-hand side A. 
Proof. (if) By the previous theorem, we know D implies X * A, since every MVD 
is a TD. We also know that F has an FD with right-hand side A. It :,:‘ollows that 
D implies X + A (i.e. see FD-MVD rules in Beeri, Fagin and Howard [4]). 
(only if) If D implies X + A, then it also implies X 4 A, and by the previous 
lemma B implies X * A. Hence we only need to show that there is an PD in F 
with right-hand side A. By Lemma 3, D implies X +A if and only if chasing 
Rr = (rl, ~2) with res,pect o D, where rl[X] = rz[X], and rl(B) f Q(B), B E U-X, 
identi& rl(A) and 12(A). The only way these symbols can be identified is if D 
contains an FD with right-hand side A. 
This concludes the proof for Theorem 3. 
5. Mixed TD-FD axioms 
In ihis section we shall gave axioms for F’D’s and TD’s. These axioms, which we 
call mixed axioms, are natural generalizations of the Beeri, Fagin and Howard [4] 
axio.ms. 
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FD-TD 1 
The FD X +A implies the TD f: (rl, r2, r&h, where rl[X] = r2llX], Q(A) = 
r3(A), r4(A) = rl(A), and rA.[ I/ -A] = r3[U -A]. This TD was depicted in Feg. 2 
(Section 4.2). 
FD-TD2 
The FD V+ A, where Ati V, and the TD X -1) A (note that an MVD is a TDj 
imply the FD X + A. 
Theorem 4. (a) The mixed axioms are sound (corr~~~‘)~ and 
(b) the mixed axioms, together with TD axioms, are complete for a set crf” FD’s 
and TD’s. 
Proof. FD-TDl was shown correct in Lemma 4. FD-TD2 is the same as F’D-MVD2 
of [4] and was proven there. See also Beeri [3]. The ;:omp!eteness of ttlta axioms 
follows from Theorems 1, 2, and 3. That is, suppose we want to infer a TlD from 
a set of TD’s and FD’s, By Theorem 2, we may convert thee FD’s to TD’L;, using 
axiom FD-TDl, then make the inference using the theory aif TD’s. That theory is 
complete (Theorem l), so we shall’make the inference if it is true. 
Suppose we wish to infer an FD X +A. Then by Theorem 3, it is necessary that. 
we be able to infer the TD that is rea!ly the MVD .X + A. Then, by Theorem 3 
again, if the inference is valid, we shall be able to apply FD-TD2 to infer X +A 
from X +P A. 
Example 1. We shall derive another inference rule using TD and FD-TD axioms. 
FD-TD3 
TheFDX-*AandtheTI>t:(rl,r2,..., r,l)/rn+l, where ,y,[X u A] = r&Y w A], 
imply the TD 
t’: h, s2, l l l , S,,l/Sn+l 
wheresi=rjfori=2,..., n + 1, and s1 is the same as rl with rl(A) replaced by a 
symbol that does not appear in t. Figs. 3 and 4 depict t and t’. We have used x for 
X-values and y and y’ for Y-values, where Y = U -X --(A}. 
X A Y 
x a Y 
X a Y’ 
. . 
. . . 
Fig. 3. 
X A Y 
X b Y 
X a Y’ . 
. . 
-- 
. . . 
Fig. 4. 
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This is a derivation of t’: 
(1) The FD X+A implies the TD of Fig. 2 by FD-TDI . 
(2) Using renaming (TDl) we get Fig. 5 from the TD of Fig. 2. 
(3) Augment the TD of Fig. 5 by r3, I . . , r,. This is a valid augmentation because 
all the symbols in the conclusion allready appear in the TD of Fig. 5. The result 
wit1 be (St, Y2, . . . , r,)/r,. 
X A Y 
K a Y’ 
x a Y 
Fig. 5. 
44) t’sing TD2, augment t by sI to get (~1, 11, . . . , r,,)/r,,+l. Note that this is a 
valid augmentagion since s*(A) is a ;CIN symbol. 
(5) The results of steps (3) and (4) yield t’ by transitivity (TD4). 
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